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                                        ......we create Holidays 
 

 

To:             *** O F F E R *** 

JAN Tourism Consultancy                                  

                                                                                                         

Leusdenhof 139                                                           Contact person:  Emilija Nikolovski 
1108 DC Amsterdam                                                       Tel: +389-2-322 55 95 
Netherlands                                                                                                                                            
          
                   Skopje, 04.11.2020 
       
         

8 DAYS SLOVENIA TOUR 

 
Dear Inez,  
We would like to thank you for your request and are pleased to offer you the following: 
 
 

Trip:    8 DAYS SLOVENIA TOUR 
Date:              2021    
 
 
Program: 

1.Day: Arrival  

Arrival to Ljubljana. Check-in at the booked hotel.  

2. Day: Ljubljana 

Discover the Slovenian capital Ljubljana, which you will get to know during an extensive city tour. Your local guide 
will tell you interesting stories about the city as well as legends about the buildings and monuments. During your 
tour you will, of course, also see all the famous buildings that are so important to the Slovenian capital, such as St. 
Nicholas Cathedral. Overnight in the hotel. 
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3. Day: Postojna caves and cave castle Predjamski grad 

Today we will take the open cave train through rocky passages, to the concert hall, where music events occasionally 
take place. Afterwards you reach the "High Mountain" after a few minutes. Marvel at the filigree stalactite 
sculptures! Continue on foot to the "Snow Hall", which got its name because of its almost white stalactite. Your tour 
continues to the landmark of Postojna, the shimmering diamonds and to a water basin. Built in the 16th century, we 
will see the castle that sticks like a nest in the 123-metre-high rock face. Today the castle houses a museum, which 
exhibits antique furniture and paintings of that time. Behind it are the winding corridors of the cave, which extend 
over several floors. Short sections are accessible, but these are enough to get an impressive insight into the 
extremely skilful construction. Afterwards we will return to Ljubljana. 

   
 
4. Day: Savinja Alps-Velika Planina-Bled 
 
Today your way leads you out of the capital Ljubljana and into the Savinja Alps. Here you will see on the plateau - 
Velika planina - one of the few remaining shepherd settlements in Europe. Here you can observe the traditional 
culture of the alpine shepherds and immerse yourself in the picturesque nature of the mountain landscape. 
Afterwards you will drive on to the Carniola region, north of the capital. Two castles watch over the old town at the 
foot of the Savinja Alps: the old castle Stari Grad, on Kniška gora is the younger one, at 800 years old, but is 
completely in ruins. The smaller castle Mali Grad rises partially restored on a rock in the middle of the town. In the 
evening you reach the idyllic little town of Bled on Lake Bled. Overnight in the hotel. 
 

                          
 
5. Day: Bled and Bohinj valley 
 
After the Swiss doctor Arnold Rikli discovered the beneficial effects of the local nature in the 19th century and 
founded a spa centre, Bled developed into a popular holiday resort. In the middle of Lake Bled there is a small island 
with a famous St. Mary's Church. Above the lake is a castle whose history dates from 11th century. Your guide will 
take you further into the Bohinj valley, which is so popular because of its intact nature. Near the lake, a path leads to 
the Slap Savica, the most impressive waterfall in Slovenia, where the Sava Bohinjka River has its source. This place is 
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the scene of the epic Baptism on the Savica, a work of the greatest Slovenian poet France Prešeren. Overnight in 
Bled. 
 

                     
 
6. Day: Stud farm of the Lipizzaner horses - Karst Plateau –Portorosh 
 
You will visit the Lipica stud farm, where the world-famous Lipizzaner horses originate.  You will learn interesting 
facts about the breeding, care, and dressage of the approximately 200 Lipizzaner’s as well as about the history of the 
stud. Do not be surprised by the dark horses in the paddocks - Lipizzaner’s only get their white coat when they are 6 
to 10 years old! After the tour you will experience a small horse show. Afterwards, you will continue your journey 
across the Karst and along numerous wine villages, where wine is grown on the high terraces and slopes of the Karst 
Plateau. Overnight in Portorosh. (10 min drive from Piran) 
 

                    
 
7. Day: Day at leisure 
 
Use this day of your trip to relax, sightseeing the town of Piran or take a bath in the Slovenian Adriatic Sea. 
Overnight in Portorosh. 
 
8.Day: Departure 

Check-out from the hotel and departure. 
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Best regards, 
Emilija Nikolovski,  
MacSun Travel doo Skopje  
Ul. 1732 br. 4/1/1/1 Lamela B, “Park Residence”  
MK-1000 Skopje  
Tel: +389-2-322 55 95  
e-mail: emilija@macsun.travel  
http://macsun.travel 
 


